Khambati and colleagues report the first Canadian series of laparo-endoscopic single site surgery (LESS) in the pediatric population. Laparoscopy on the pediatric population is often challenging due to limited space and almost non-existing ergonomic positioning. Nonetheless, one experienced laparoscopist is still pushing the limits. Khambati and colleagues report their experience with several frequent pediatric procedures, such as the simple Palomo varicocelectomy to the more challenging pyeloplasty. Although the indications for surgery are heterogeneous, as are patients’ size and age (range: 7.5–17.5 years), the authors demonstrate that LESS is widely applicable to different procedures performed by pediatric urologists. LESS may be extremely challenging even for the most experienced laparoscopist as the triangulation of the instruments and the usual positioning of the camera will both differ. Dry training in the laboratory is probably the best way to acquire the adequate hand-eye coordination to achieve surgical times comparable to those obtained for standard laparoscopic procedures.

LESS series are rapidly increasing in numbers in the literature. The reported procedures are becoming more complex with time, using different types of instruments and devices. It would be interesting to evaluate whether one specific access port is more suitable for pediatric cases. In the actual report, the authors used three different devices. Their report suggests that they preferred one specific access port as they used it in their latter cases. They typically used one straight and one articulated instrument of different lengths, in an attempt to prevent extracorporal clashing. This is combined with an articulated 5-mm camera that provided a 100° angulation. This corroborates Sanchez-Margallo and colleagues’ conclusion that using two articulated instruments impairs surgical easiness.

Postoperative cosmetic appearance and limited puncture of the peritoneum are indisputable advantages of LESS. The barely visible umbilical scar will make it more difficult for physicians to recapitulate the patient surgical history from the physical examination, as it was previously possible. While the authors suggested that the requirement for narcotics and the length of the hospital stay will be lower with LESS, I doubt that this will be significant if analyzed in a prospective study as they both are already very low in the pediatric population. We know that our patients generally are more inconvenienced by the referred shoulder pain created by the peritoneal insufflation than by the pain secondary to each and single incisions. Khambati and colleagues clearly mentioned that their results are likely not reproducible by the standard pediatric urologist. This statement follows the European Association of Urology grade A recommendations on Robotic- and Single-site Surgery in Urology. Nevertheless, surgical time should be carefully monitored by beginners as neurotoxicity related to anesthesia is now widely reported. Complications should also be well-identified as some series suggest that they may be more prevalent when LESS is performed compared to standard laparoscopy.

Finally, the present cohort demonstrates the safety and feasibility of transumbilical LESS in the pediatric urological population. Randomized studies are required to better define the usefulness of LESS as no demonstrated or documented benefits over standard laparoscopic approaches have been reported for the pediatric population.
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